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SE( Extends SeuiorsWØlcome.
Spartan
,

San Jose State College
San Jose, California,

Cirigliano Sets
Celebration Meet
Plans, contests, and procedures
for the 1949 Spardi Gras will be
discussed by members of the Celebration committee in room 17 et
3:30 this afternoon, according to
chairman Dick Cirigliano. Representatives from all organizations
participating in Spardill Gras are
asked to attend.
Louis Jano, newly appointed director of booth construction for
the all day fiesta will be on hand,
as well as Art Butler who is in
charge of contests.
Jano will explain the regulations
for booths. Butler plans a detailed
explanation of Spardi Gras con ’tests which begin soon.

-

-

Joss State college has almost 1000 Son Jose high school
127 seniors as its guests this morning. Lincoln, San Jose, San Jose Tech
and Notre Dame secondary schools have sent their senior classes to
attend the annual Visitation day program.
The visitors arrived at 8:20 a.m., and are now acquainting the".

Control Board
Vetoes Extra/ands

lfttgli -Schaal seniorsat kaat the boysno doubt gained a favorable
imprisalon of San Jose State college as they were greeted this
morning by thew-charming members of Spartan Spears. The Spears
are acting as guides for the visitors. Shown giving last-minute inlitirktions hi Marge Weaver, center, president of the service organization. Others In the picture are, left to right: June Pereira, Nancy
tee .ciuodx.
*Mtn 064 11.9ful MOO. 444it
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Sparta Greets
High Schoolers
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’Mks Paris Heads
Open House
Miss Georgette Paris has been
named chairman of Iota Delta Phi,
French honor society, open house
scheduled for May 23, Bill Adams,
club president , announced today.
Theme for the event, to which
the studeut body is invited, is
"Soiree a la Francaise."
Plans call for French flower
stands, perfume vendors, and. an
old-fashiOned can -can. Tables will
be decorated according to French
custom and French waiters will
serve French food.
Purpose of the open house,
which will be held from 7-9:30 p.m.
An the Student Union, is to acvariou,s
students with
quaint
phases of French culture, Adams
said.

Sparta Welcomes You
Spartan Daily speaks for the entire San Jose State college
in extending a hearty welcome to the graduating seniors of San Jose
high schools who are guests here today.
The

Some of you will be back again next fall,’ and become as much
a part of the Spartan way of life as any of the present students. We
hope the glimpse of college you receive today will be a favorable
and lasting -one. Of those who do not come back in the fall as one
of us, ’many will find their way into other colleges and universities.
The knowledge you gain of college life today may prove beneficial
to you at another time.

There are many of Sparta’s citizens who first came to the campus
just such a manner. They were part of a group of high school
seniors, and certainly they had the same feelings you ere experiencing.
a certarn-Tomething we thoose to call
Uncertainty, ’curiosity, awe

The student boalle, of control
recently vetoed a rielat-st by the
l
an addiathletic department,i-for
tional allocation to
_budget.
According to th ..thletic department, its budgetow stands
under present operating expenses,
and the department Will run a
deficit of $7,000 as .Of July 31,
1999.
The board of control recommended that the student oouneil deny
the request because Wily surplus
for allocation train 4lie general
fund already has been approplated
for the year. The board did, however, recommend that the athletic
department borrow from future
income such as season book sales
for the amount of the anticipated
$7.000 deficit.
The board suggeited that an
$871.12 deficit incurred by the
!basketball team on their recent
1 trip to Kansas City- be allocated
upon transfer from. the general
fund.
The Spardi Gras budget of $694
was trimmed to $620. This action
necessitates a transfer of $200
from the general fund.
The board recommended that
the Spardl Gram chairman arrange
to charge various organizations a
small amount for concessions. In
this way, the bawd felt, there
would be come a
Ins capital for
next year’s Spa
6 4 s.

JOE WEST’

selves with the many -curricula ’
and activities available on this
campus.
Each; student is visiting the department in which he plans to .
major and gathering information
concerning courses offered, as well
as services and equipment used.
Students To Tour campus
A choice of, taking a general
tour of the campus or inspecting
one extra -curricula activity in
which he is interested awaits each
senior.
In short, the isitors are get -

DWIGHT BENTEL

TOM WALL

ornmended tha

a camp be
alloted $150 from the general fund..

(ing a quick, on -the,-scene peek at
college life.
While ,this preview neeessarily
has a time limitation, college officials believe it will sere to give
future students a better idea of
what to expect when they begin
their college careers.

Sophs To Pin
Notices Near Tree

Members of the sophomore council voted unanimously TueSday to
erect the inter -class bulletin board, I
at their own expense. It will be
located near the Roosevelt redwood at the northern end of
Washington Square.
At their barbecoe-council meeting last Tuesday, Dave Down,
sophomore representative to the
Student council, gave a report of
the action taken by the council
in which it turned down the
sophomore request for financial
aid in erecting the inter -class
board.
Down pointed out that (be bulletin board was to be mode of
rough redwood. lie clakmed Oat It
would blend well with tise campus,
particularly with the rehosed try.,
near where it will be placed.
Bob Madsen, sophomore class
president, voiced the opinion that
the other classes might bear part
of the expense after the board is
nearly completed.
Madsen said that it is customary
for the senior class to give a proseat ta the sehool, but he added
that If a small present could be
given by a sophomore class, it
would be much better than nothing.
The next meeting of the council is scheduled for Tuesday, afternoon at 4:30 in the Student
Union.

an isolaiid feeling, for leick of better words.
But this feeling, like others of its kind, soon left and was replaced by the soothing familiarity and sense of belonging that characterizes the campus. When the coop, the library, the various quads,
and favorite meeting places become a part of your vocabulary, you 43ORRENTO, Italy, May 3 (UP)
--Princess Margaret of Great
are one of us. Doubtless, testimony would prove that this transition Britain was cheered by huedreds of school children, who were
takes place so rapidly you scarcely notice it.
a . holiday for the occagranted
vVe hope that you can mingle in our halls, buildings, and grounds,
sion, when she arrived today from
and gain the impression that the Spartans of San Jose State college the Isle of Capri aboard an Italian corvette.
ARE friiendly and DO Tay out the welcome mat.

Princess Margaret
Now In Italy

Cal Vets Benefits
Good Out of State

Today’s Program Outline
Dean Joe H. West, dean of student personnel and guidance, is in
charge of the progr’arn. The program, as released by Dean West,
follows:

8:20. Assemble in Morris Dailey
auditorium. Students should seat
iUPt
Calif- themselves near the signs indicatSacramento
ornia veterans may now receive ing their major departments
state educational benefits while
Presiding: Dr. Cecil Hardesty,
studying in other states, if their
Superintendent of City Schools.
studies are "desirable" for profesGreetings: Dr. T. W. MacQuarsional or post -graduate work under terms of a bill signed by Gov. rie, President of the college; Mr.
Tom Wall, President of the stuEarl Warren yesterday.
The bill, by Assemblyman Ralph dent body.
8:55. Introduction of college ofC. Dills, D., Compton, also authorized benefits to veterans pre- ficers.
paring for state examinations to
9.00. Pictorial history of the colqualify for professional standing, lege by Mr. Dwight Bente’, Head
or to acquaint a veteran with of the Journalism department of
techniques developed while he wak the’ college.
in service.
9:20. Dr. Robert D. Rhodes, in
charge of campus tours, will explain to the seniors how guides
will assist them in getting where
they wish to go.

Home Ec Major
Plans Dish Exhibit

An exhibit planned by Miss Barbara Huse, senior home Ec major,
is being featured this week in the
display cases of the Home Economics building. Topic is "China and
Pottery Made in the United
States!"

9:30. Students will be dismissed
from the auditorium and will accompany their guides to’ the departments which they have chosen
to visit.

10:20. The major department
program ends and guides will
bring the students hack to the
The display shows that by the Main Quad, %% here they will readdition and refinement of basic assemble around signs Indicating
Ingredients, fine china or plain the campus tour or the :tell% ity
pottery can be made from clay. of their choice.
Colorful sample pieces show
10:30. Guides will take the stumodern trends in china and riot - dents. to the rooms in which the
ter’ as well as the traditional activity programs are being held.
types.
11:30. The program concludes
’Miss Iluse prepared the exhibit at 11:34) and the seniors will refor Dr. Jones’ class in methods of port back to their high schools
for their afternoon classes.
teaching home economics.
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’Mrs. Roosevelt, My
Choice’ Says Poytress

Spartan BeautiesStand Refreshed
anthe
wai
esuc
boy
do

By DICK WATRY
Wit4 the iseit feet months someone will be honored with the
distinction of having won the famed Nobel peace prize. This is a
much coveted honor not only for the monetary allowance awarded but
for recognition and prestige which h accorded the selection.
....,There has been a great deal of constructive work for peace done

e

In 1948. Results in %vorldng for
peace, however, are necessarily
slower and not readily realized.
Maio are results shown In mewing
a war.
There have been heroes and
heroines who, in 1948, devoted
their .time, energy, and . . . patience.in the. forwarding of peace.
Two great personages. Mohandas
Gandhi, and Counf Folke Bernadotte, gave their lives in the attempt of promoting peace. Eleanor. -.Roosevelt has unstintingly
worked out a Bill of Human
Rights in the United Nations trnd
is tirelessly working on the racial problem in the United States.
Bunche Nominated
Dr. Ralph Bunche, as a _successor to Count Bernadotte, has
done what many of the cynics
said no one could do; resolve the
Palestinian problem and get the
Jew and Arabs to work out what
is hops-et to be a permanent peace.
We have asked various members of the social silence department and Dean Paul Pitman the
question: "If you were on the
selection committee for the Nobel
Prize of Peace, whom would be
your seaction." With hut one exception Ralph Bunche was the
unanimous choice,
Dr. George Bruntz stated that
Ralph Bunche was h i s primary
choice because, ". . . he has settied one of the great crisis in
recent years. He has been suecessful where others have failed."
Dr. Dudley Moorhead gave no
particular reason other than
he (Bunche) stands out head and
shoulders above all others." Dr.
Moorhead remarked that he
cbttid think of no other person
for the top honor.
Eleanor Suggested
Mr. Claude Settles gave his
vote to Dr. Bunche. Remarking on
his. choice Settles said, "Eleanor
Roosevelt would be a close secend
but she would gladly give way
to Dr. Bunche. The fact that
Bundle is a Negroid was not
against him. His accomplishments
in I the Palestine problem have
been Spettaeular."
Dr. William Poytress, head of
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orDean Pant Pitman, believes
that Dr. George Bunche hi
been one of the most inflUeittial
wortd figures in the past year
and la as consequence worthy
of very serious consideration
when the choice for the Nobel
Peace award is being decided.
the social science department differed with his coleregues. "My
stated
Dr.
Poytress,
choice,"
"would be Eleanor Roosevelt.
Peace begins at home and Mrs.
Roosevelt has devoted mueh of
her time in attempting to find
answers to the discrimination
problem at home." Miss Clara
Mine said that Ralph Bunche is
an outstanding example of a matt
who entered into a critical sittt
anon and tarought about an apparent successful conclusitin,,
think," said Miss Hinze, "that
modesty is the key to MO
Bunche’s success. I have heard
Dr. laularhe’speak and I am tin-’
preased with the deep humility Of
the Mita."
Dean, Paul Pitman thought that
Dr. Bunche has resolved a most
explostve situation and poselbly
has prevented a war. The Dean
stated that, ". . . Dr. Bunche has
put forth a stead)", matntalnence
of nnifigicoUrageeble good %vat"’
Maifitlesser men would- have 1161’
spaired or made a political cornpromiSe while Dr. Bunche never
sacrificed his principles, the dealt
concluded.

By Sadler

T4
No one has found the elixer
of life, but these lovelies must
be quaffing something that millions of American women are
seeking.

Geniuses in Our Midst
Jays DSC syca Prof
_

Poets of Yesterday
Not All Possessed c
With Flowery Odes
College students are inclined to
think of the great romantic poets
as serious, frail young men who
floated on seas of ecstatic words
whenever they were moved by
the beauties of nature, which was
always.
Yet we have evidence that Samuel Taylor C4:rleridge, one of the
leading romanticists, had a sense
of humor which was definitely
not other-woHilty: This evidence
we find in some of the couplets
and quatrains written by Colerkige, among which are the following:
Swans sing before they die;
’twere no bad thing
Should certain persons die before they sing.
Sir. I admit your general rule
That every poet is a fool,
But you yourself may serve to
to show it
That every fool is not a poet.
Thomas Moire, the Moth poet
who lived durihg the romantic
period, left us this offering:
"Come, cente,’ said Tom’s father, "at your time of life
There’s no longer excuse for
thus playing the rake.
It is time that you think, boy,
of taking a wife."
"Why so It Is fatherwhose
nife shall I take,"

"There are quite a few honest-to -goodness geniuses in Ourrnidsf;"
declared Dr. Brant Clark in a recent interview. To back up this statement he gave illustrations; among them was one student here who
completed 137 units with a grade average of 2.97.
Dr. Clark should know a genius when he sees one for this has

been one of his main fields of inWrest since he came to San Jose
State College in 1936,
In 1912.
Dr. Clark went into
the Navy. There he logged many
hours of flight time while study-

DS. BRANT CLADS
ing the psychology
flying at night.

of

men while

His main assignment was to

THRUST and
PARRY
Mis-Reporting
Dear Thrust and Parry: Do your
reporters
attend the meetings
they so gleefully and misguidedly
write about? Today’s statement
said Bob Martin, at the International Relations Club meeting, declared the AtIlluftIc Plitt Was ne
cessary.
That statemeht was completelx
erotaimal. Martin did say its backers Mt the Pact was necessary

fot.the reasons stated.

","\--Tc
"A !waistl llama here to get rhaeried!"

Though the ocean has re.claimed a bit of Cowel’s heath,
these six lorilefs are %Sing their
charms to beckon Spartan einigrem to Santa Cruz sands.
Photo by Haddon.

Traveling from left to right
Barbara Curry,
(SLOWLY):
Joyce Dow,’
Haines,
Norma
Dorothy Rokniseic, Nan Hartley,
and -Shirley Hankins.

The opiniorrof Mr. Martin and
the attitude of the members inditated thet they considered the
Atlantic Pact as a threat’ to world
peace, and a questionable solu-

eliminate the effects of vertigo,

than to the problems of Western
Europe.
Let’s leave misrepresentative
reporting to Hearst hereafter.
Annette Hall, ABB 5797
William Hall, ASS, 5798

RESERVE MAY 13
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC
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Through his research on this
subject Dr. Clark contributed to
tests for Naval flight training.
He is a family man and live.:
quietly in San Jose. Dr. Clark
amended the phrikae "living quietly" to account for his two small
offspring and the fraternity house
next door.
On beink asked his opinion of
State students from a psychological angle’ he ,had no opinion in
particular except for those students who make high scores on
his examinations.
Dr. Clark Is president of the
faculty Phi -Beta -Kappa club, so
he is understandingly on the
lookout for outstanding students
Who could qualify for this honor
organization.
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FLY FOR $99.00pi., Tat
COAST TO COAST
LOS ANGELES
$4.99 plus tcf
Low Faros to Other Points
Ballard 1953-R
34 S. Market

The Store Designed
with you in Mimi"

MOTHER’S DAY
SPECIAL!
Large Beautiful

ORCHIDS
$2.49
Mcle up and
attractively boxed

ESQUIRE

32 W. SAN FERNANDO’
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a condition In which the pilot
Idoes not know whether he
i right side up or vice versa.
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Watch Repair
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Featuriel Spoidal Watch Bands
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Orders taken
Dal Saturday
..--eritihr *ay last
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FLOWER MARKET
San Asquifin and Santa Teresa
2 blocks lock of Hotel DeAnsa
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AISTAAMONG
OURSELVES
BY Int- T Ws hieKKWARRIE
oneosienteeserrestaisteseur
Some years ago I was talking to
a man in Los Angeles who was in
the printing busisiess..He knew I
was interested in vocational guid*ice, and he said, "Yea know that
boy of mine? What line of work
de you. think he should go into?"
litt, "Well, it’s always a good
idea to oatiitalize oo your.advaatages. He should cqnsider his own
abilities, intelligence, skills susd
aptitudes as far as he can estimate Ahern, and then he should
also take advantag of his environment, his community, his experience, his inheritance and all
Does he know anythipg
, that.
about the printing business?"
-a"Well.. gesvii .tlie,nteis mid, "he
raiscds,-.304 nitiAtt, !eV,
:eielomPshig skate,. but, i’d.autte hate"
. to see lalea-amake4eriiitlee his life
career. There’s a let of Vie/ Is
Able, businees."
-..So the. an said to his son,
..nslow-, Bill, it’s about time you
.were selecting a career for yourelf. I don’t want. you to go into
the printing business; there’s a
Jot of grief in it; so I have arranged for you to visit a number
of my friends. One is a lawyer,
caw is a, banker, on is a suanufacturer, ands one is it .merchant.
They said they would be glad to
ta)li, to.. you."
PH% 100 .Aur MIlicReAtfing vaits,
sad came hack .seltle this remerk:
I epess,r11 have to
be e printer, after aL Every one
of Dime men misdeed me not to
go Into .his Deld. Every one of
them said, ’There’s e lot of grief
lo le."
There’s a let of grief in any of
tliesn, folks. It it didn’t take work
thipleitig, it wouldn’t be
and.
a job at all. But ’there’s a lot of
fun also. Achievement brings hap-

’herd

-
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IVON.Sitident hod
Aids.1Y2 of Geneva
En .MaptiPrailects
itstoct

The
or more that San
Jose State ’college students donate
to The -World Student Service
Fund this year will help finance
-many projects administered by
the World Student Relief in Geneva, announced WSSF Chairman
Marsh Pitman.
Chief among these are the care
of tubercular students, establishment and maintenance of student
rest centers, aid to uprooted students, and education.
According to a WAR report,
tubercular students of all nationalities ere given an opportunity to
continue their studies in university sanatoria. Here they find not
only a cure for their disease, but
also opportunities to put into
practice ideals pf peaceful international relationships and intercultural friendships.
Yet, explained Pitman. the living conditions to Which these students have been subjected during
and since the war have caused
such an increase in the number
of tubrculosis cases that the present amount of relief is hopelessly
inadequete.
’Student rest centers in Europ2
and Asia provide a place where
those suffering physically and
psychologically can regain their
vitality. After several weeks in
an atmosphere of companionship,
exercise, rest, and good physical
conditions, students can resume
their studies without danger of
mental or physical break -down.
Thousands of refugee students
ere given financial aid by %IVOR
to continue their studies. Those
_Who show promise are brought to
the attention of universities. In
Paris, Germany, and Great Britaln.
People who cannot benefit by
gsoup relief still come under the
organization’s education program.
They are provided with books and
urged to correspond with students
in America to promote loterhttDonal understanding.
"If we can deal with educated,
well fed, healthy European and
Asiatic peoples in the future, we
’have’ a better chance for peace,"
’Said Pitrnan.

rk
Maltelheiraika
_
By JEWEL SCHNEIDER
S.J.14.S.1 ’46

San Jose highans who shuffle their way through campus corridors
today need not be disturbed at the sight of supercilious sneers on the
faces of pseudo-sophisticated Spartans.
Any San Jos* high- school aluinnus,-kaowis. that .San Jose State
college-woukt-lose its verve anti vigor if it did not receive generous
.4.40;4 Monsluttioixt of Bulldog’
elo’oa, He oiatas..soewis that 4 Ma .jug porting% et calle.ge feluiers come
tq spea,rtra loops the sidjainieg cam_
Dis,us
, Bob Madsen. ..sophomore cla.ss
president,
and Carl Holmberg,
:junior. elem.. ,pressident, are both,
Madsen sad
former laighans.
Ilpiniberg. were both active, in
extra-currietilise,-aictivities, durieg
.thiekr.-106helich991, days, Holmberg
By MAIt4497R AtfiWeirlit
AVMS been AtRug’hieltditor, ot the
.AILHS.’46

RearingrOis
SIS

Th 240 "oaring lions" who
visit . SAM AIM Stift " cpBege- today
can look .with pride at: the activities of forme; Lincolnites who
have ,become toy* /Spartans.
The visiting Leoites can prowl
through. the halls of Evert& with
their usual majestia.eleides, proud
in. the. knowledge /hat ;other Li
oolnites . have contributed much
to the college in the way of beauty, brains, and talent.
Marge Weaver, a hard-wesktng
former Lion if ever we saw. one,
was recently elected secretary, of
-the student body here by an overwhelming majority.
Spardi Gras queen for 1947 was
popular, vivacious Dorothy Burleson. Handsome Bill O’Reilly, a
1946 graduate of the "Lion’s
Lair," reigned as king of last
year’s Spardi Gras.
Letitia Kendal). former Lincolnfte now student. teaching at
her alma meter, Is one of the
brighter lights in the college Brama department. The Wentad
yeung actress played the -load in
last
summer’s
nrod iretion
as well as pitying le"
Important,
In
parts
"MY Slater
Eielen" and "Medea."
Bob Baron, dynarhic as ’a hitli
school yell leader, apparattly ’die*
n’t ’change hia branclof. vitamins.
The energetic rah, rah lad helped
lead the Spartan rooting section
to glory at 1948 football games.
Much of the sparkle.and life
of the 1949 Revelries production
Was due to the. talent of fun loving Jim Veteran, who wrote and
sang many of the. smash songs for
the show.
Fanner Lionceses who have bromine Spartan Spears inande such
notables as Frimele Verslier, ’Virginia Mahon, Margaret ./pepley,,
Jeanne Collins, ;ens EgielsAilarey,

Monk PIttook

13141Ber
Betty Brisbin, chairman of the
social affairs committee, is a forrner,editor of the Bell. Eat Bodwell, former President of Spartan Spears. .,sophomore women’s
honor society, is a former Iderald
dite r, Escshighanette Darlene
Dewey is. now niceesresident. of
Spears.
Jim Caputo, recent winner of a
speech contest, , and on -campus
PUblicity director foe the Speech
and Drama gePartment is another San Jose, high school gradeate,
as. are Ray Bishop, Revelries director, and ,Ed Williams, student
actor..
. pitman 4.,Mghan
Dick eirigliatio,- -Spardi Gras
chairman, was student body vicepresident and president during
his San Jose high school days.
Marsh Pitman, chairman of the
World Student Service Fund
drive, spent part of his high
schc)ol days at San Jose.
So as the Bulldogs tour through
the campus today, let them remember that Sparta needs them
and knows it.
and Juno Pereira.
’
The lovelyMits Peltier% was selected as one of seven Golden
Girls who will grace the pages of
the 1949 edsition of La Torre, the
Collegeoyearbook.
’WWI on, proud Lions.

SEC Receives Army
Proficiency Award
San Jose State college has been
awarded a certificate for profielencY in the training of Reserve
Officers Training corps unit for
the year ending June, 1948, Mr.
Lowell Pratt, director of public
relations, announced yeeterclay.
The certificate is signed by
Kenneth Royal’, who recently resigned ’as seCretary Of the arniy,
and General Omar N. Bradley,
Chief. of Staff.

t Aft AMP)/

Exile To COP

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Looking to the Wellsian for a
view of thipgi- to -coma let us’
contemplate. the late " of Jack
Brassill, heretic. -From the Spartan Daily yet, dopublished:
:fittupilent , Ossufall of San
Jae- Witte, AI* 11441YeEk Into Setion
owe menet, tillit,.tiose, against .,tbe
.RskY ,111611datierAlek BrUU faction.
fieffelet!, Vatted fneent . APO
*OW -1110.0W .t4MW 444 5e,t *We

even play -the UKELELE or gal
She RAL1.11Esi for our .TE,Allfs.
Yak elaesuid have your GOLD AND
confiscated.
WMILTIft , ipoos-nom
Weit.’ebeitdd be. forced to reuseve
1110 StieliRTAN. sticker from your _
windaldeld.
You, sir, should have your wrist
slapped by each member of the
STUDENT coupw:L at high
noon in the INNER QIIAD.
oloSB 1738.

wiloW,A7/,lamAiliwAtfriVute.
’in Aso
4a ,410.41+44 *,110*41,00fai- Ng**
Dear. Thrust and. Parry
twirl, %Qs. t#1.K*, .the. Umbers,
ed tepot
of. the Student
Union.

end
Council:
We realize, fully the, importaace
. "Bishop and Srassill, accused
chtiatiaing this ,c0iprit, this
of .mlnor , heresy. ’.contemot of of.
flaunter of authority, this jeerer
Council and neglect of duty, aPat ,.kiags, thie,,paspeakaisle, this,
"%eared . before this may, body
(three mote ,nmitths And it would this, this. Jillebow 40wever,
this’arch-eeemy of regalitlf-to
been aagest).. and shouted
if1.14..01,ARted manlier is
itistke
denials.
ljFecathe.thie.digoity. of your eta’The Cooped resolved itself inThere aret_,4ifber, Meana,.more
to A clewe4 session, but a renegidt
pasitioa, of
.16:41#11a1arn.nlajor, in an effort to ti)..keePing Witq.)11XIF,
get, . beck on the staff, ,made- re.P4.1b4itY.
,,;j101/4y, StORglielit
kOcavn.ithapPo.c% iheX,ectioft.t.les
*V he Weed, lawillearee.
AlsWeeS,
been tnkeVP4F.I.4o1.4t.lilterets..’’
114.4we. the OW 0.194b,wtokif^iNvIr
410r. upon his (ao? eamiot
.cipinta Alf1P141940ellk,
110140411, "Pm’ Nita.,
moue) roughen, neck.
Vrt 419.47111-iflat 1ttafti041,1014106
be forced to Teak. In
have, bens teeldicshent7.theneb We
,ck,lotb1 to a. platform* where
lteUl Sand Nair tratisoripts ta GOP
la, fait sieve eif the public eye, his
.1.81.1!."4.0, the ,elifiiiest. JourpaMuti fingers
shell be .A44. viten. iWthrtted that Bri..00
a ruler held, in tura In,,the
9.1. Are ne ’Doge r te be masterful bands ot the
’Student
Baefeed as Sposfans."
Well; T-P, all this trivia will Council members.
Henceforth he shall be forced,
probably n,eyer, get as piceyune
again by decree, to wear knickeras all that, but it appears tbatthe
and sailor hat, until, he
Student Council cOuld busy them- bockers
is
ready
to take his place among
selves with things of more import.
to report, when re.ports
Has any one mentioned a Union men, and
Square -type of garage to them? are in order, to his superiors.
ASB 5210; ASB 7031.
ASB 2767

how

vOgy&
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Remove Sticker
Dear Thrust and Parry
and Jack Brassill:
Fie on you, sir! WI% your vicious attack on our dear Student
’Council you have ’thrown your lot
with iconoclast Bishop. That automatically classifies you as a
low. character with no respect far
the LAW, as handed down by the
ORACLE in the Union.
You, along with Bishop, should
be plaiejalsed; you are not a good
8RA.113TAN; you probably do not

Newspapers Gain.
In Lineage
....
NEW YORK, May .4 (UP)---.
A gain of 35 per cent iti neWspaper lineage lifted the March
volume of national advertising "to
all all-time high, the magazine
Printers’ Ink ’ said, today. March
level of national advertralor for
all media was le per cent higher
than in the corresponding 1948
month and six per cent above
February this year.
’
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SUGGESTION
for Summer
-Job
Hunters

DON’T MISS
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC

NEW MOTOROLA
RADIOS
To fit any car $39.95
P-ORTAFAURADIOS
$13.5!

AWED RADIO
and Television
Col. 3615
17 So. 4th

SPECIAL!
Motor Tune For
Only

$3.50
BICKERS’
Richfield Service

&AS/Air 10,0 60AR DS, inAc !
VOcenE A eveZARD wfrekni fr
Conies. 49 Spwriwei (Roust,

Fat 0,--IMCCOSSM Aroltner -job seeking or vacationing-pan asks a geed impression anywhere with a cool Ara
-blorensernbte.
your Arrow dealer today! Ara Cool shirts come in
solid colors and are accompanied by harmonizand
white
and Arrow handkerchiefs.
Arrow
ties
ing

See

SHIRTS

and TIES

14th at Santa Clara
PHONE BALLARD 2469

UNDERWEAR

HANDKERCHIEFS

SPORTS SHIRTS

i

’Margaret f!emitigietiens
Features Loeffkr, Pelto’
department’s fifth
"Margaret Fleming," the Speech and Drama
a five night run
for
8:15
production of the year, opens tonight at
in the Little Theater.
the leading
Elizabeth Loeffler and Matt Pelto will be seen in
John R.
Mr.
Phillip.
husband,
her
roles of Margaret Fleming and

Margaret Fleming (Elizabeth
Loeffler) in an off-the-shoulder
sack gown, and Jane (Betsy
,f4noltk) gaze fondly upon Lucy,
.

the new-born baby in the Fieniing family. "Margaret Fleming"
opens tonight for a five-day run
in the Little Theater.
--Photo by Steve Everett

. .....

Kerr directs this unusual love
story, which presents the trials
woman must
and heartbreaks
overcome in marriage.
Doctor Lark in, the Fleming
family friend and physician, will
be portrayed by Jackson Young,
versatile actor seen in many past
productions.
Shirley Wilber will he seen as
Maria Bindley, the Fleming house
maid. Stanley Schwimmer will
play opposite her as her traveling
salesman husband, Joe Fletcher.
Evelyn McCurdy of "Christopher Bean" fame plays the kindly Mrs. Burton, and Don Pearlman will take the part of Mr.
Foster.
Russell Scimeca will play his
second role in the Little Theater
as Bobby, the office boy. Other
supporting roles are Betsy Smith
as Jane, Lorraine Davidson as
Hannah and Byron Rose as Charlie Burton, and Peter Hayden rut
Williams.
Mr. J. Wendell Johnson designed the three sets of the play. They
carry out the mood of the 19th
century drama by James Hearne,
and provide a fitting background
for the theme of poignant love.
The sets were constructed by
the Theater Workshop class under the supervision of Mr. Jim
Liol.
Original costumes were designed by Mr. Chez Haehl. Men in
the cast will wear converted modern dark business suits, and the
women will be dressed in period
costumes of the "Gay ’90’s,"
.
Costume manager is Hap Upson.
and Ivan Van Perre is stage manager.

Co Rec To Sponsor Student Policemen Weekend Dates
’Noon Day Playtime’ To Outline Program Not Available
... "Noonday Playtime" will go Otto full swing next Tuesday when
ft will officially open at 12:30,
according to Nora Lynch, Co Rec
.Chairman.
The new recreation, sponsored
by Co Rec, will feature softball,
pingpong, and volleyball, the first
two on the San Carlos turf, and
the latter at the volleyball nets
between the barracks.
Noontime recreation will be
held regularly every Tuesday and
Thursday from 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
Miss Lynch announced.
The Co Rec committee w a s
started a year ago last fall at
SJSC by the Student Council. Its
function is to provide recreation
for the student body, which is
usually free to all.
In past quarters, Co Rec has
sponsored "Co Rec Nights" which
included sports, games and swimming. ’The last function they presented was the Co Rec barbecue
following registration day.
"We can (always use new membei-s on the, committee," Mho
Lynch continued, "which meets
every Tneility in 8-2 at 3:30. The
~mattes plans the affairs and
supervises them."
’

rrosh Pound USF
Pated in, Larry Fernandez who
hanged three hits in five times at
hat, Including a double, the San
Jose State frosh baseball team
smashed the University of San
Francisco Dons, Monday, by a
13-5 score in the bay city.
This was the third meeting between these two squads, the Hill toppers tuwitig won the first pair
of contests by 11-3 and 9-7 margins.

Practical aspects of the law
enforcement system will be outlined to visiting high school students today by police school students, according to Donald Larsen, assistant student police chief.
Beginning with the first quarter in college and continuing
’through graduation and an active
police career, the department will
explain the latest police methods
and techniques. Items on the tour
will include examples of crime
photography, wax castings of im-portantlevidence, an explanation
of ballistics and gunnery, and
stories of unusual crimes.
The careers of graduates of the
school will be traced for student
guests to illustrate the future that
lies ahead in law enforcement, Mr.
Peter M. Kristovieh, assistant
professor said.
Police school members who will
have charge of the program are
Dop _Larsen. Stanley. Lobodinski
and Harry Carlsen. Carlsen will
explairi the role qf Chi Pi Sigma,
college. pollee fraternity.

Pelpio.liy1-0.a’sses
Visit Folsom Pen
/dauber* ,ot the penology class
and last quarter’s criminology
class, 17411 \lift Folsom prison Saturday as the beginning of an. ex"tended field trip program, according to Mr.. Claude N. Settles, soeiatiagy -professor.
Ike the remainder of the schedule, which includes trips to ’San
Quentin, Tehachapi women’s -prisour,--ane-itleaeretythelti.111111 be a
0.1-a----5nisol)ett of
U*t
stente
students will .11liaSE sa..frip to
San Quentin, twelve to Tehachapi,
ftyalQ

WE WILL DEUVER YOUR DINNER

CHICKEItY-CHICK
I/2 Chicken

Free Delivery
’til 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sot.
jaag Luta. ca,

CCM

Roll, Fren Fries

Col. 8734

1.25
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Newman hall 44 ’79 S. Fifth
street will be the scene of a World
Student Service Fund benefit
dance tonight from 8-11, according to Joe Garske, Newman (’lill)
,r
Rose Marie Reid swim suits president.
Funds
received
from the ullair
fashion
a
at
wilt be featuredi
show to be held at the Holly- will go toward the drive being
wood shop 88 S. First street, conducted by the WSSF. The
dance is an open affair with all
toaay.
San Jose State college students
There will be three conven- being invited to
attend.
ient showings, at 12 noon, at
Music is "off the record" and
4:30.
3:30 and at
features the top bands in the land.
Cover girls from Hollywood
Admission price for the benefit
will be modeling.
dance is 33 cents, which includes
refreshments.
Marsh Pitman chairman 01 the
WSSF drive, indicated the Newman club sponsored dance ill
greatly aid the fund drive. (’,arske
and Pitman urged both couples
and stags to attend tonight’s
Today is World Student Service dance.’
Fund "Tag Day."
The tags depict a Spartan handMg books and equipment to a fellow student. Thin symbolizes the
spirit of the drive, which wilt aid
students of war ravaged foreign
countries to complete their education.
The San Jose State college It’).
Anyone who has not yet donated to WSSF may -receive a tag TC unit will have a represent a p,,
by contributing at the WSSF detail of 12 men acting as vilifies
booth in the Library arch, Chair- for the. Visiting high_ !school sind-.
man Marsh’ Pitman said. Mem- ents, Major Earl KingsIQ anbers of campus organizations and nounced yesterday.
living groups who have not been
Using the same system as last
contacted may contribute for their year, the cadets will asskt 1)1..
organization at the booth.
Rhodes’ committee in showing the
"The drive is beginning to pick seniors
ar nund Washington
up," Pitman reported. "Total am- Square. The ROTC men will not
ount received now amounto to be uniformed.
said,
$67,"
0
We are glad of the increasing
response," the chairman added,
..but we still have a long way to
gobefare the. -end of the drive."

Swim Suit Review

WSSF Fund Drive
Features ’Tag -Day’

College ROTC Men
Will Guide Visitors

Mystery Missiles
Miss Their Mark

Spartan Spinners
Off to Stanford

Sparta’s folk dancers will head
Mr the sticks this’ Sunday afternoon, according to Spartan Spinner, publicity chairman Jack Golden. The sticks, better known. as
Stanford Farm, will be the scene
of the Northern California Folk
Dance federation festival for May.
Sponsored by the Stanford Folk
Dance club, the festival will be
held on the extensive lawns In
front of the Women’s gym from
1:30-5 p.m. Following a short
pause to refresh and refuel, the
Spinners will attend an evening
folk dance party in the gymnasium of a Palo Alto high school.
The Spinners have chartered a
bus to the Farm. Any San Jose
State college student, who wishes
to attend the festival, may make
reservations for a bus seat in Mrs.
Wilson’s office in the Women’s
gym today and tomorrow.
The Lutheran Students associaRound Rip fare is 5c) cents per
tion will sponsor a regional re- person. Departure time is 12:30.
treat of LSA groups at Mt. Hermon this Week -end, according to
Mildred Edholm, president of the
local group.
Speakers fa; the session are Dr.
S. E. Engstiom, director of the
WASHINGTON (UP) --The SeHome Mission board of the National Lutheran council, and Nor- nate yesterday overwhelmingly
ma Arneson, western regional tra- voted down an amendruent to the
federal aid to education bill that
velling secretary.
Dr. Engstrom will address the would have required every teachstudents when, they ooirrene with er to get not less than $2850 a
year salary.
a talk, "Open Mine Eyes."
Only Senators Joseph McCarSan Jose State college LSA thy
(R., Wis.), William Langer
members are- asked to contact (R.,
N...13.), Robert Hendrickson
Larry Stein, Mayfair 3248, before (R.,
kJ.), and Zales N. Ecton,
Friday for transportation to Mt. (R.,
Mont.), voted for the measHermon.
ure.

Open week-end dates on the sp-..
cial calendar reached the not -tobe-had classification Tuesday, as
members of the Student Activities
board found themselves swamped
by requests for approval of functions.
As things stand now there is not
a week-end left this quarter without three on more functions scheduled.
In regular business meeting, the
board passed on the application of
Iota Delta Phi, French honor society, to hold an open house and
exhibit in the Student Union,
May 23,

Lutheran Students
Sponsor Retreat

Senate Defeats
Education Change

Rally Committee
To Meet Tonight
There will be an important
meeting of the Rally committee
tonight at 7 o’clock in room 20,
according to Glenn Stewart, committee chairman.
Plans for a tryout rally to
choose yell leaders and song girls
, fbr fall quarter will be discussed.
All interested students are invited
to attend, Stewgrt said_

Newman Hall Site
Of Benefit Dance

By WALT CZUBIAK
Three jet-propelled ccfllege students Were hurriedly short-cutting
their way across the green San
Carlos turf early yesterday aftclnoon.
.
.
Following their noses, intent.on
reaching their, next classes, they
were forced to their hands and
knees by fleeting glimpses of a
steady stream of arrows coming,
it seemed from out of nmhere.
For a moment it seemed that
the ghost of Geronlmo had left
the Happy Hunting Grounds to
haunt the campus for descendants
of the guys who bought New
York for 24 bucks.
Fear of Geronimo*s revenge was
somewhat alleviated when, out of
a clear blue sky, arltczdjut some, "Better
what sweet voice
watch out these kids are beginners.
The "kids" stopped firing, thank
goodness, long enough to let the
intruding students, their hands
covering their eyes, get UP on
tgeir haunches and scamper away
like scared jack rabbits on it moon
lit desert.
Woe unto those who have the
intestinal fortitude to approach
within 50 yards of a beginner’s
archery class!
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Enjoy Our New Deal
750
SMORASBORD LUNCHEONS

You help yourself to es much
es you Went from dozens of salads
and relishes. Then ,omes the
hot entree, desert end drink.

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Complete with soup, enr.rss, cknert and do4.
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LINCOLN ATHLETES SHINE

-

-;

,Track, Basketball
Lion Specialties
By CLIFF DANIELS
A.L.H.S., 1944
Because today is visiting day at San Jose State for Abraham
Lincoln high school students, we would like to point out the athletic
achievements gained by previous Lincoln students who have participated in intercollegiate sports during the 1941-49 season under the
Gold and White banner. Since Lincoln’s inception in the fall of 1942,
numerous graduates have attended
this institution and exhibited their
athletic wares to full advantage.
But this is not a history of past
years, only an account of presentday athletes and what they are
accomplishing in the wide athletic
program offered by Director of
Athletics Tiny Her tr anf t, and
company.
Lion Football Stars
King football inticed three former Lion stalwarts to the gridiron last fall, Center Dick Bischoff, Tackle Elgin Marti n, and
Guard Al Weimers. Weimers and
Martin are at present involved in
spring football practice and will
be on tap for the college’s fall
schedule which will be the most
ambitious ever attempted by a
Washington Square aggregation.
In addition, one-time Lionite
Jim O’Connor Is working for a
berth on Coach Bill Hubbard’s
machine. O’Connor starred on the
Spartan froth team last fall which
included John Avila and Jim’s
brother, Doug O’Connor.
San Jose’s CCAA championship
basketball team boasted a former
westsider on the starting combination, Forward Don McCaslin.
McCaslin was an important cog
on a club that traveled to Kansas
City for the NAIR tournament.
He was placed on the all -league
second team.
-Vamp ridspec ts
cuards-Bob Enzensperger and
Chueh-erampton-Saw considerable
action during the campaign. Enzensperger was one of Coach Walt
McPherson’s three outstanding
guatclk ’and Crampton indicated
that he will be tough’ to beat out
ritxr season.
The frosh cagers demonstrated
a winning crew under the able
tutelage of Coach Tom Cureton
and two former Lincoln basketball
players, Keith Reed and John
Avila, pulled hardwood duty.
Joe DiBenedetto, Jim O’Connor
and Weimer% were the only Honest
Jibes on Coach Dec Portal’s fine
boxing team. Because of his low
weight, Ditte.nedefto found very
little competition during the Mile
period.
Wearing the gray spangles of
the resident National Pastime contingent are Earl Wright, centerfielder, and Will Concklin, third
baseman. Both men lettered in
baseball at Lincoln and are now
answering to Coach Walt Williams, former San Jose high school
mentor. Sheldon Williams is a
member of the fr4;w11 nine.
Golf, Track Aces
Sparta’s go:f team is led by
Eli Bariteau, Jr., one-time Lincolnite who finished high among
the nation’s best collegiate clubhers last season and who is one
of the main reasons for Coach
Eddie Duino’s unblemished record.
Ruskin Sheppard and Evans Elbe
also are members of this great
undefeated crew.
Coach Bud Wasters’ track squad
is blessaed with three fine perforipe.rs..Doze Pa*. miler, and Jack
and Bin Plessey, high hurdle men.
F.ach of thesie thin-dads were
.outstawding ’in ’p rovICIUM yearn
while running for the Blue and

4,
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Ex-Lincoln Star

- 41DORF PURD1’, one of the
many ex -Lincoln high school
athletes who is now performing
under Spartan colors. Only a
sophomore, Purdy is the outstanding distance runner on the
San Jose track team

Bariteau Lone SE
Golfer in Cal Open
Eli Bariteau, California amateur
champion, was the only member
of the Spartan golf team to enter
the California Open tournament
at Fresno, which opened yesterday.
The other State golfers decided
to remain home this weekend and
concentrate on their studies. The
Open tournament will last until
Sunday and will consist of four
rounds of 18 holes each for the
contestants. Some 250 of the best
amateurs pnd pros in America will
duel for the $3500 in cash awards.
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Saturday Afternoon
Trials Begin CCAA
Trackfest at FresnoBy HANK PLY MIRE
Saturday’s CCAA trackfest at
Fresno is scheduled to start with
sprint and hurdle trials at 2:45
p.m. The evening program is slated to 6egin at 7:30 p.m.
Spartan cindermen. according
to Coach Bud Winter, will leave
here Friday noon by bus, spending the night in Fresno.
In this contest for individual
and team championships. Winter
will be counting heavily on Dore
Purdy. Woody Linn. Bob Crowe,
George Mattos, Mel Martin and
Ronnie Make. These cinder stars
have excellent prospects of bringing home EIGHT first places between them.
Important Spartens
However, Pest as important are
the Spartans who may grab off
place points: any one of whom
may well decide the meet winner.
Dick Fortier, broad jump and
pole vault; Steve O’Meara, 100
and 220; Bob Herrick, Fred Mangini and Stu Inman. 440; the Passey brothers and Walt Lumpkin.
120 high hurdles; Bob Nicholai,
880; Ivan Bland and Junior Morgan high jump and Bud Hamilton,
pole vault, are good possibilities
for place points.
Coach ’Bud Winter will hold
his weekly relaxation course-for trackmen onlyin room 33,
at 12:30 p.m. today.

Former Bulldog

Swim Team in Title Go

Coach Ted Mumby today named
the members of the State tennis
team that will leave for Santa
Barbara for the CCAA tournament
to be held Friday and Saturday.

Conference swim teams will
vie for the CCAA title in Stock ton’s Oak Paris Municipal pool
Friday and Saturday. Trials are
scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. Friday morning and continue
through the afternoon.
Finals will start at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday and finish the same afternoon. Afternoon starting time
for the run-offs is 2 p.m.
Spartan Coach Charlie Walker
will enter a 20 man squad which
win _probably battle C11 Poly for
second place honors. College of
Pacific, has shown its superiority
over all conference tesimi in dual meets and should walk of
with the 1949 championship.
Swim team captain Pat MeConnell, defending his CCAA
three meter board diving championship should repeat for Sparta.
jor in physiCal education, don’t
overlook the ’year-round schedule
that includes football, basketball,
boxing, wrestling, swimming, water polo, baseball, tennis, golf,
track, judo and skiing.

mainstays of the Spartan nine.
Bob Santos and Ralph Romero,
both of the prep class of ’44, are
veteran pitchers and have been
impressive to date. At second base
is dimirative Tom Okagaki, classy
fielder and hitter. San Jose State’s
baseballers are now feeding the
CCAA league. Coach of. the Spartan varsity is Wait Williams, former San Jose high mentor.
A member of the Spartan frosh
baseball team is Leon Papkoff,
graduate of ’46. The former Bulldog is a shortstop
Calla Tom
Cureton’s squad. "Aggie"---Salazer
patrols the outfieltEntilhe’same
Spartababe nine.
Eleven wrestlers on Coaall Ted
Mumby’s Spartan outfit are former wearers of the crini%on and
gray of San Jose high. Pat Felice.
class of ’41, Was elected Captain
of the San Jose State grappling
team last season. Felice has been
a fine matman throughout his
prep and college years. Other
former Bulldogs and members of
Skipper Mumby’s mat forces include Bill Rothw all, ’44; Jim
Shouse, 46; Bob Madsen,’47; Dick
Cirigliano, ’45; John Jackson, ’44;
Bob Meyer, ’47; Leon Talesfore,
’47; William -Wardrup, ’42; Keith
Wilson, ’44; and Dale---Wetfe.
Boxing. Stars
Hard-hitting Jim Natt;;Sap Jose
high class of ’43 is one of the
top boxers on CoachTtee,Fertal’s
ring squad. The San Jose clouter
won the conference boxing title
in the 145-pound division in 1948.
Another former Bullaing. jr. Ted
Ratliff, who did a lot of -boxing
for San Jose State this past seaann.. Novice 165-poisqdjskii n g
champ in 1947 was fie! +.44 glia,
a product of San Jose high. In
addition to his sports activities in
high, Pat was student body president.
Varsity basketball had ’one lone
Bulldog representative in Ralph
Romero, stellar guard. However,
Center George Clark and Guard
Glen Lovell will graduate to the
varsity five from the 194/149 frosh
crew. Clark is another former
student body president.
One of the outstanding collegiate divers on the coast is’ Pat
McDonliell; CCAA diving titleholder. Pat did his prep diving
for San Jose high, where he graduated in 1944. Coming up from
the frosh swimming teem Is Terry
Bowman and Ed Spoon, both of
the class of ’48.

NIP
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RALPH ROMERO, a former
San Jose high school star. It4mero is now finishing out his
senior year at San Jose State
in a blazfi of glory. He, also,
is Just one of a number of former Bulldog athletes who has
made good In both basketball
and baseball.

SJS To Hold First
Open Judo Meet

eisft. eall

CAA Tennis

_

By HAL SOUSA
S.J.H.S:, 1942
San JaiT-iigh school has been the starting point of many out-standing athletes, who have gone on to further athletic fame at San,
Jose State college.
With college baseball in full swing, it seems appropriate to start’
with the diamond sport. Three former San Jose High Bulldogs are

Ray Serv ante, shot and discus;
Lloyd
javelin;
Seward
Porch,
Chapman. 2 mile; Roger Smythe
Plans are underway to hold the
and Lumpkin, low hurdles; Dave
Marriott, loin hurdles and’ javel- first open judo meet of the year
in; Bill Gallegher, broad jump; at San Jose State college, accorand L. W. Hill, 100 and 220 also
ding to Mr. Yosh Uchida, judo
are good bets for vital runner-up
instructor. Invitations have been
points.
sent to 24 teams throughout Cal’.4
Other Stars
ifornia to partiapate in the Inwill
have
opportunity
the
’ ’Fans
viational tournament/May 21 at
’Ot seeing many outstanding men 12 o’clock in the Men’s gym.
Some
:.from
other CCAA colleges.
Entrants in the meet will comof these are: Ray Kring, pole
vaulter; Eddie Macon, 440; Clem pete in the Junior and senior diCope, 880; Don Hardey, sprints; visions both as teams and as
Preston
Garmire and
Charlie individuals. The junior division is
Richensen distances, all from Col- restricted to judoists under 16.
lege of Pacific.
Three trophies will be awarded
San Diego State offers: Lloyd
Schuneman, 440 and 880; Jack to winners in the two divisions,
Kaiser, hurdles and high jump; with one trophy to be held as a
invited to
and Bobby Smith, 13 ft. 11 in. perpetual prize. Teams
tilts include
pole vaulter. Fresno State stars the rough and tumble
San
are : Merle Martin, high and low the University of California,
junior
hurdles; Dick Vierra, 2 -mile and Quentio, San Francisco
college, Fresno State college and
Jack Williamson. 880.
junior college.
Cal Poly has a good distance Sacramento
man in Walt Boehm while Santa
Barbara’s Engman is versitile in
Several events, chiefly the broad
jump and high jump.

Tennis. Swimming Teams To Try
For CCAA Titles, COP is Favored

Chet Bulwa and Keith Nelson
were selected to play in the two
singles positions. Ed Terry and
Gene Franco will team up In one
doubles combination, while Dick
Russo and Bob Phelps are the
other doubles selection. Mumby,
’ -Ccisrad Mendenhall, Doug assistant coach Jim Waterman,
O’Connor, Phil Hatzenpillar, Bob and alternate player, Jim Craze
Jones, Bud Reece, Jim O’Connor will accompany ’the team.
and Dick Sheen have cut out
C.O.P. is strongly favored to
niches for themselves on this sea- win its second straight CCAA tenson’s freshman track team, and nis title. Coach Mumby stilted
will be in line for varsity posi- that he felt that San Jose State,
tions next spring. Chesley Doug- Cal Poly, and Santa Barbara will
las swam on the frosh water polo fight it out for the number two
team which had a fine season.
position.
Wrestling also has former IAncoin athletes with four fellows, peat campaign.
While you Lincoln sports enStu McCullough, John Sweeney,
James Phillips and Hank Rosen- thusiasts are on campus today
din as- representative*. These keep in mind the excellent ath- granters performed on Coach Ted letic Program present at this ol
ge. IL puti-ane- pianaing-4u.-ma141,Mbe.AJsualior waraity..daring

Bulldogs Expert
Wrestlers, Boxers
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13,500 In Prizes For The Winner
Of The Coming June Finals
OPEN TO ALLNO ENTRY BLANKS
AUDITIONS EVERY SATURDAY AT
THE STATE THEATRE-9:30-11:30 A.M.

4.

DEL’S
AMATEUR
HOUR ON STATION

KSJO
Tuesday Nits . 8:30
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Theta Cii,Pioliges
Kappas
Sigma
.
Eight
Earl y Sprin9
ing Join Attend convention 18 Men Monday,
local Kappa Alpha
Has doinii-Social
Group To Give Ball Miss Thornieyi Bill - Rogers In SanWBarbara
With .Cot Chapter
vAifrAilt iint

-*

1

I

Thursday, May 5, 1949

Gamma Delta chapter of Kappa
Alpha social fraternity will present its fifth annual Dixie Ball,
May 14, from 9...p.m, to 1 a.m.
Co-sponsor is the Alpha Xi chapter at the University of California.
Hoop skirts and nose-gays will
be prescribed attire for dates of
,KA mem, and .Confederate army
"WOMB Or the.costunies of
tlemen at ShooldSouth will be in
order ler members.
The bag. .wt be given in .the
Galifornia..OrtuntrY Clida in Berkeley in a ,’Mint illiePtand-menno)" &Lamphere.
Northers ealitornia alumni and
proviece, commander, Charles F.
Lohsa
M .beht, attendance.
’Mae
is a Artidition
of Kappa Mahe. chapters -elk over
the emeallrY2aye PUblicity-Manager We Davis.

.
KW*

a
AsieicamelkeAr Formal Banquet
Kappa kappa Gamma initiated
12 new-members April 29 and 30.
The Mitilition service was followed
by a formal banquet Saturday
night at the Calvary Methodist
church.
The, president of the pledge
class, Shirley Johnson, spoke on
behalf of the new initiates. Barbara Albaugh is the newly elected
president.
The . new initiates are Eleanor
Acuff:.’Berbara Belknap, Doreen
cbaljen, Barbara Dannel, Joyce
Dow, Mario Ferguson, Pat Flannagali,. Patricia Gardiner, Irene
Hansen,’Tiiirothy Herrick, Shirley
Johnson, Elizabeth Keach, Marie
Lazalf, Georgene Lloyd, Pamela
Moore, Mary Moretini, Jeanne
fillegert-Norvellis Pitney- MerilYn
Rtintetly Jacque’Shorl, ,Melissa Van
Noate, and ’Marilyn Wright.

Alpha-Chi Omega
Initiates 11 Girls
Alpha Chi Omega sorority initiated 11 new members at ceremonies held in the Sainte Claire
hotel recently.
Miss Jane’ Askee, alumna from
the University of Southern California, led the initiating, officers
From the local chapter.
New members include Mayrene
Kearney, Anne Deuch, Leone Arbios, Barbara Meeker, Betty Lou
Jones, Joan Merrit, Gerrie Lopes,
Joan Michell, Paula Phillips, Joan
Brodhead, and Nancy Hershe.

Bowl for . . .

PASTIME
Spartan Bowlers
at

qf

flie home gf

Men’s end Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

12 Lanes
Opals irons 10 A.M.
FOUNTAIN &

LUNCH
Fred ’’Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.

Miss Joanne Thornley became the bride of William Rogers in a
mid-aftern9on service in the Trinity church of San Jose during spring
vacation.
._t_The bride, former Spardi Gras queen, wore an off-the -shoulder
white satin gown and carried a bouquet of white orchids and lilies of
the valley.
Miss Lee Hayes, maid of honor... bouquet of ,white hyacinths and
wore an off -the-shoulder gown of butterfuly. are/lids. He maid of
green taffeta covered, with green honor was her sister, Miss Ruth
dotted swiss. The bridesmaids, Forster. The bride was: escorted to
Mrs. Eileen Merrill, Miss Dorothy the altar by her stepfather, HerBeall, and Mrs.. Charles Elliot, man Leanesiowore gowns .4/ lavender taffeta - Sprague is a junior music major
wryer e’wli4er.
domed a& San Jose Sta te ’college, and is
a member of Lambda chi frater,
Asia&
nity.
William . Pock, atrotarnity
brother al .41)* ballkeroorn, was GEA RHA FIT-LARSON
A. recent double-ring .candlelight
a4’ra3*_*Aibelt1 iditilleshwas were ceremony
at; the First Baptist
44tat , Ramey end
church joined Miss Gladys L or4041.144RAPAikaUessibera of alma
rayne Larson end Will jam E:
,414114BlIeBanGearhart
in marriage.
the
ceneption Was held at
The Rev. Clarence Sandelliffer
BIllSemit-,140001,-.bmet. on..the,,San
ated at the nuptials. The: new
*X* rsion/P4a.
Mrs. Gearbuiri was escorted tothe
.t-iggs,msb:3fra../49gere are ,i8Oth altar by her father, Victor &Lar4111011111410 at. Sao Jaw, -Shit...Col- son:, She wore a. gown oVorkite
d .1%411 ne iniatlaated in brocaded satin with a sweetheart
41950.
fingertip .leegth veil
neckline:,
,Theiwkwawn Miss lilhoptley is: a fell from
coronet of lace and
LIT..gbrineatarY1
orange blossoms, She carried a
119011ror Reiter% kin a.s,fn
_
bouquet of white and lavender QCdupertatdarts..major,
.04 Wigs at the valley an a
Leandro, After finialitng iliarataidor white Bible. Miss Nadine Tarp
San was the bride’s maid of honor.
de
year, he Plans to ,reiuzeto
Jose to ge..t his .M.A.
Mrs. Gearhart attended San
Roe State , oollege.
SPRAGUE4(Q&STER
The bridegroom is the son of
Miss Louise Porster and Tommy
Sprague were married by the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gearhart of
Dwight Small at Westminster San Jose. He attended the University -1:4 Arkansas and is now
Presbyterian. church .-tecently.
-The. former Miss Forster wore an industrial arts major here. He
a wedding gown of white satin is a member of Sigma Gamma
trimmed in lace. She carried a Omega fraternity.

W. Neal Honored
By-A-Ai-0 Men
Mr. and Ars. William H. Neal
were honored Sunday evening by
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity at a
farewell dinner at Rickey’s studio
club.
Mr. Neal has served as one of
the fraternity’s advisers.
He is leaving his post at San
Jose State college to continue his
education at Columbia university.
Special guests were Dr. and
Mrs. Brant Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
William Ewens, Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Clements, Rocci Pisan,
and Miss Jan Hagerty.
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W. Santa Clara

Bal. 8423

Alpha Phi Adds
_
’14,New-Membo,rs
1.41.-.ChOPfe t’,

tist

34141r;een -new member were
ioltintedlintet hlpha Phi. tiornailY
ht-da408114980mutie Sunday .eve"
, pm, -oppipsirs,hip
4114Indes
Anderson. Anna. Maio Azzareikc-Jeks’AnIk Beegrotte, ilaverit
-Kate CarWeler, Pannot___
Jane Cilku4allt
*OW a-nt% Firth", fifilIF Gaftiktilk
40401142arits .G.411.isedlaf4adit ,StaP/er,
Withains and Pnyklis Bol-

pithy

-0 ,Itdemhers
copirtirff Gold...Cup
A barbecue at the home of Barbara MacKenzie Friday night culminated* two-week activities contest between active members and
pledges of Chi Omega sorority.
The actives won the gold cup
for participation in school activities. The trophy is a permanent
award for future contests.
Barbara Watts is chairman for
Chi Omega. Alyce Leonard was
chairman of the pledge group.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Elects Officials
At Recent Meeting DU Honors Victors

Gamma Xi ,chapter of Kappa
Alpha Theta -sorority recently
elected the following officers:
President, Lois Garibaldi; first
vice-president and pledge trainer,
Priscilla Arrowood; second vicepresident and scholarship chairman, Janice Fuller; recording secretary, Carol Seibold; corresponding secretary, Georgia BUlloch;
treasurer, Jean Lockwood; assistant treasurer, Betty Cody.
Editor, Shirley Smart; chaplain,
Vonnie Hjehn; rnarshall, Gay Cottrell; archivist, Frances Courtney;
historian, Gadgie Hicks; house
manager, Jo Ann White; rushing
chairman, Pat Ralsto n; social
chairman, Betty Cicerone; PanThe Alpha Eta Rho second an- hellenic representatives, Jo Ann
nual air meet is scheduled for 10 White and Jean Jorgenson; public
a.m. Sunday, May 15, at Warm relations director, Nancy Rundle.
Springs airport, according to Mario Bonicelli, meet chairman.
Any regularly enrolled student
of San Jose State college with a
CARMEL. CALIF., May 4 (UP)
solo ticket and 15 hoyrs of solo The high cost of living hit the
time toward a private pilot’s tick- Carmel police department today
et will be eligible to compete, when it learned that it would be
Borricelli said. Prospective par- cheaper to house its prisoners in
ticipants must sign up on the a good hotel rather thee putting
bulletin board in the Aeronautics them in jail.
lab building before May 9.
Carmel, without a jail of its
Planes 1111 the meef must be in own, has been taking prisoners to
the 50 to 90 horsepower class. nearby Monterey at $1 per head
The Ere.oupe will not be permit- daily. Last night, the Monterey
ted, however, Monicelli said.
city council voted to increase the
Meet events are as follows: 180 charge to Carmel prisoners to
level bomb- $10 daily.
degree spot landing
ing; 360 degree spot landings; 190
degree power on approach to a
barrier. In addition there will be
a parachute jump by Mr. Robert
Va Raine, a skit: "The Profeksor
PIPES . TOBACCO
and His Infernal Flying MachGIFTS
ine." by Alpha Eta Rho members,
and a crop dusting exhibition by
Col. 90111-.1
84 So. Second St.
Mr. Harvey Kohler.

Air Frat Schedules
Warm Springs Meet

Delta Upsilon .fraternity mems
hers held a victory party at ’their
chapter. twee Friciem toicelpbrat,i.
their push -cart derby win.
Frank Arena was chairman for
the party.
Lowliness is the base of every
virtue.P. J. Bailey.

Jackie tazzeroni
Is Pratt- liall.Head
Jackie Lazreroni was elected
president of Pratt hall at a recent house meeting.
Other officers are. Helen Simmons, vice-president; Carolyn Dc.
Vault, secretary; Pat Benzie,
treasurer; and Bobbie Stout and
Helen Ohm, upper division representatives.
GO TO
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC
Denny-Watrous Attractions
Civic Auditor?um NEXT FRI. EVE., -MAY 6

RUBINSTEIN
World’s Foremost Pien.ist
$1.20, VAC $2.40, $3.00, $3.60
Auri. Box Mc*. Col. 7087.
Prelude, Chorale & Fugue, Franck;
Sonata B flat minor. Chopin:
Goldfish, Debussey; Rhapsody It;
Lint

OTTO GAILBRAITH
MEN’S
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CHAMPIONSHIP
TENNIS TWINS
The Wright & Dition and it.
twin the Spalding Tennis Ball
lead slue field lu official adott
lions for Major Tournaments,
including the U.S. Davis Cop
and National Championships.

Many with matching swim trunks.
$2.95 - $3.95 & $4.95 each
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Paul’s Smoke Shop

SHORT SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
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SPALDING
SP R S Sew

Carmel Needs Jail

wfi. feature full line of
Bowling 111 tags and Shoos

JOSE BOWL

Eight members of the Beta Rho
chapter of Sigma Kappa sorority
represented the local group recently at a semi-annual cc:Invention of Sigma Kappa in Santa
Barbara.
Those who attended were Audrey Auerbach, Carolyn Plough,
Florence Winning, Pat Goulder,
Helen Wasterbery,. Mary Glroves,
Ruth Howlan d,, and Audrey
Hachen. ,

Eighteen men were pledged to
Theta Chi fraternity Monday night
by Armen Hamad, pledgemaster,
at the chapter house, 253 S.
Eighth street.
New pledges include Jerry Williams, pledge captain, Bob Kavet,
Dave Stoddard, Bob Custer, Mary
Bronstein, Frank Christenson, Edward Tiernan, Bill Casey, Jean La-Lamle, James Clark, Norm Munch,
Don McKinley, Bob Jones, Larry
Pattin, Dale Maynard, Bill Dickenson, Rich Perkins, arid Eugene
Mescuri.
The fraternity beide joint meeting with. Alpha Chi ,Omega sorority recently. Theme of the. meet ing, which .ssaa held in, the .Theta
Chi recreation room. was ’!Gingham-denim." . Winona Lyon, Eve
Hansen.end Bern Be-rnarditii.igan.fled. the event, Entertaimnent ’was
Prolhdett.. by 4he. Tkiets, .chi _jazz
combo. Refreshments were served.
Bay area alumni of the fraternity gave. a smoker mesa), in San
Francisco, , *according to. Herb, Pat nee.
-Guests of.. honor at the dinner
’were the
and the smoker
,Theta Chi chapters at San .44:Ise
.State. college- Stanford. and 4Jniversity of California.
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01 Plans To Use ’Engineering ClauesiThursd.y. rtir. -.74
Courses
300
tOYer
Plan
biltioNitualtvlethod
Show
Progress
Perform
Th..
at SiSt To Teach Spartans
Will Be, Available
At Summer Session
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By HAL SOUSA
S.J.H.S., ’42
Nearly 5,000 junior high and high school students converge on
the San Jose State college campus for the annual spring festival of
the California School Band, Orchestra and Vocal Association, Northern district, tomorrow and Saturday.
Mr. W. Gibson Wafters, associate professor of music, has been
handling arrangements for this ’
affair.

Science Building
Houses Navy Work

Other members of the San Jose
State college Music department
faculty who will serve as adjudicators are Dr. Lyle. DOwney, Mr.
A series of six display models
Harold Johnson, Mr.
J. concerning meteorological studies
and
Mr.
Erlendson,
Thomas has been set up in the Science
Eagan.
building by the United States Naval Air Station at Moffett field.
Many Groups Participating
The models, costing approxiThe music festival has attractmately $10,000 each, present a
ed 120 Musical organizations, in- graphic
illustration of the field
cluding 44 bends, 24 orchestras, 35
of meteorology as it is today, acchoruses, and 17 instrumental’encording to Mr. A. E. True, assosembles. Scheduled to take part ciate
professor of meteorology.
in the event arc 131 vocal and
"These models are right up to
instrumental soloillgs, most of
tire latest information on meteorwhom are .membeA of one or ology,"
Mr. True said, "and the
more of the participating musical model
showing the application of
organizations. Seventy-four jun- radar
to weather study is particior and senior high schools locatularly important. I wouldn’t be
ed in 54 communities from Euresurprised if we had a network of
ka to King City will, be repre- radar weather
stations over the
sented.
country within the next 30 years.
"We are just learning what raMusical activity will come thick
and feat in the Iwo-day festital. dar signals are connected with
Mortis Dailey auditorium will be each particular type of cloud, and
reserved- for larger bands which when this idea is developed, pracwill perform at half-hour inter- tical weather forcasting will bevals on both days. All vocal come an every -day occutence."
The models, which will be on
groups and vocal soloists will sing
at the First Methodist church. display for the rest of this week.
205 E. Santa Clara street. Orch- include: 1, formation of a cold
estras and several of the smaller front; 2, birth of the cumulus
bands are to appear at the First cloud; 3, all types of clouds; 4.
Christian church at 80 S. Fifth tropical cyclone, or hurricane; 5,
street. The First Congregational radar weather trainer; and 6, the
church at Third and E San An- atmosphere at various levels.
Used to train navy pilots, the
tonio streets, will be the scene of
include directions for
the instrumental solohlts compe- displays
flying into, or out of, different
tition.
types of weather, and suggest alEach organization and individ- titude, direction, and speed.
ual soloist will be graded on festival performances. Ratings of superior, excellant, .good, or fair are
tcr be given to the trftrions groups
and soloists.
Several other members of the
San Jose State Music department
Approximately 36 members of
faculty are on the various com- the California Scholarship federmittees for the annual . Spring ation from Modesto will tour the
Festival.
San Jose State college campus
tomorrow.
Faculty On Committees
According .4o Mrs. Izetta PritFaculty members serving in- chard, assistant dean of women,
clude Mrs .Lydia Boothby, chair-5 the group will be guided by memman of the reception committee bers of the local AWS.
and official festival hostess;
Wayne Sorensen, chairman of registration; Thomas Eagan, chairman of the
program planning
committee; Erik Peterson, chairman of the records committee;
Miss Violet Thomas, events chairLO’
man for vocal solos and ensemLOiSr Norma four-color penbles: Ingebret A. Thormodsgaard, cil. Name on paper inside. Contact
events chairman for bands: and Milton Smith, S box- in coop. ReMichael Donovan, events chair- ward.
man for instrumental ensembles.

CSE Group Tours

Campus Tomorrow

Classified Ads

Other San- Joaeans taking acFOR KENT’: Nicely furt-ifi-tted
tive part are Miss Bernice Rose,
Santa Clara County supervisor of double room for two girls. Linens
vocal musiclienry Zander. Santa furnished. Kjtchen and laundry
Clara county Supervisor of instru- privileges. 398 S. 12th.
mental Music; and Clifford Cunha
of the San Jose public schools.
FOY?. -SALE: 1948 Chevrolet
General chairman of the fes- Fleetline tudor sedan. Excellent
tival is Kenneth C. Dodson. assb- condition. Reasonable. Call Etat
elation president and supervisor 941 or contact Tom Lopes in L
of music in Piedmont schools. box.
Thomas Stevens of San Jos% is
TOIIDAY: Moei A
secretary-treasurer of the sponFord coupe. Excellent condition.
soring organization and has been
Los Gatos 1324-R eve., or see Miss
active in planning this annual af- Chapman in Dean of Men’s office.
fair.
ortrait cameral’
FOR S
F-K 2D 5x7. Case, tripod, six
holders, tanks, six hangenf, five
element Radar f4.5 with Ilex
fa-art
non
ended
The recently
shutter, $175. Call Mrs. Fenni
culty art exhibition in the Art
Col. 56 6
man’
wing was termed one of the best
titTt.u’d-SAL :setixeoes, for o
R
amateur presentations of recent mats, suits, sport coats, dresses;
.
years, by many viewers
excellent condition. Will sell on
Th e exhibilon offered excellent
consignment. Better Used Garpaintings by all the artists, viewment Shoppe, 42 E. William
ers agreed.
street, 001. ,9970-W.
BarNliss
Exhibitors included:
FOR -SALET-Woven fiber basebara Wood, Mr. Lyman DaughDr. met with mattress, stand and tinerty, Miss Emily DeVore,
Mrs. Lillian cr. Used three months, $8. Cot
William Sweeney,
Gray, Mr: Wendell Johnson, Miss 6982-W.
Joyce Boltbs, and Mr. Robert Al---fealWiriFir.
exander,.
GEM.TAN TUTOftitiO:’
Intim,’ and coaddrig, by::., native
JUP00114ENIOR ’PICNIC
testrtiets" Reksortatil0" Tee: Bet
3579-R.
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fore
constructing
open house celebration on May
San Jose State college students 18 of two years’ achievements in
are slated to be the first ever developing the Engineering detaught by the new audio-visual partment laboratories.
method of instruction, according
Engineering society and Alpha
to Mr. Dwight Bente!, head of the
Eta. Rho members will demonJournalism departmeht.
Bentel stated that new tape- strate and describe different displays and exhibits. Visitors will
recorders and projectors will be
audio-visual
this
tech- have an opportunity-to view exused in
hibits and demonstrations in the
nique, for which, he said, they had
following laboratories: surveying;
already received recordings of the
materials
on-the -scene ,CathY Fiscus -rescue, electrical machinery;
testing; production processes; in’Writing,
for
and
Training
court
strument and controls; mechaniroom coverages.
cal engineering: communications;
Mr. Rentel is one of a commitaircraft structures; and aircraft
tee making a national study of
engineering.
possibilities for Ando-visual edOn display will he nearly one
ucation for the American Association of Teachers of Journalism. quarter million dollars worth of
He will report Ms findings to the laboratory equipment and instrugroup at Minneapolis this sum- ments, said Dr. Ralph J. Smith,
mer.
head of the Engineering departMonday afternoon, a group of ment.
students from the Speech and
The F:ngineering department
Drama department will dramatize was established in December of
and narrate the film -strip "Wea-- 1945 under the leadership of Presther is News." Mr. Bentel point- ident Thomas W. MacQuarrie. It
ed out that this Will he the first has grown from a department
of a series on sound -picture tech- which had one instructor and 120
niques of rep3rting various news students to a present enrollment
stories.
of over 500 students and a staff
"The
picture -sound
sequencelof 15 members.
will be completely sinchronized."1
The first students, according
stated Bente!, describing the pro cess for neWer educational sys- to Dr. Smith, who was the first
tents. Many of the new styles will instructor, entered the departbe tried on students in the *Jour- ment with plans of two years’
study in pre -engineering. N o w,
nalism department, he said.
most of the students intend to
receive their degrees at San Jose
State college.

Announcements

DELTA PHI DELTA: Informal
initiation, May 10, 7 p.m.. room
A-1. Important meeting May 12.
4:30 p.m., room A-1. All members
attend.
ALPHADELTA SIGMA: Meeting tonight, 7:30, pub. office. Delegate to National convention to
be chosen. Absentees will be fined,
PSI CHI: Meeting Friday, 4:30
p.m.. room 124.
DE-LTA PHI DELTA. All pledges meet today, 11:20 and 12:20.
Art wing seminar. You will be
dismissed in time for classes.
COLLEGIATE CHRIST IAN
12:30.
Today,
FELLOWSHIP:
The Rev. Clarence Sands will be
the guest speaker.
I KAPPA DELTA PI: Initiation
of members and dinner, tonight, SAN JOSE STATE COLLEOE
7, Rickey’s. Dressy sport clothes.
riotoeici as seccred claw matter April l
SENIOR CLASS -COUNCIL:
Contends, v
Meeting today, 10:30, room 7. important that all bid Cointriale
roii leased wire folvko of ustkoi Press.
members he present.
l4416Pnresiftl Ftest Street, ’Ste Jeseetr
oeomoens
RALLY COMMITTEE: Meet- Liember. caufenaa
Auoclatio
ing tonight, 7, room 20. All interested students please attend.
OMEGA
PHID
ALPHA
:SEG
ELP
Meeting today, 4:30, Student
Union.
COME TO
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Revel-

Spartan Daily

Malts -us- your
G.H.Q.
(Grooming
Headquarters
before the
Chapel Ball.
Come in.
HOTEL
Sainte Claire
Henry Stelling
ed boys

Barber Shop
Hotel Ste. Claire

ries dancers meet at publicity office today, 3, in full costume.
SKI TEAM: No pictures today,
Pictures Monday, 2-30 p.m.,. Men’s
gym. Bring equipment.
ALPHA CHI EPSILON: Important meeting today, 3:30, roam
153.
’
JUNTOR CLASS COUNCIL:
Meeting today at 3:36, Student
Union.
The best of
cheer.Pindat.

healers

is

good

It’s not a genuine
Howland unless
the name Howland
is inside.

1. The Patented V-shaped reinforcing ribs, delusive
with Howland, work with the suction band to
make doubly perfect seal.
2. Me section band forms a triple seal. If any water
gets by the first rib, the second and third wi
shut it out.
3. Deep ho at bock of heod gives you a snugger ha.
works with the V- shaped nbs and swoon bard
Co give positive seal. Fitted in sizes like a has.

Node only by U. S RUBBER CO.

U S. HOWIANDtioir Dry Swim Cop

The proud will sooner lose than
ask their way.- C. Churchill.

Art Show Lauded

S

More than 300 courses will be
offered by San Jose State college during the coming summer
session opening July 5, Mr. Lowell
Pratt, director of public relations,
announced recently.
There will be two periods of
instruction, the first covering six
weeks,
the second for three
weeks. Students May register for
either or both.
Two hundred thirty-six courses
will be available during the first
six Weeks, and 58 ernirses will be
offered during tile rettiafialng
three weekst Only 12 courses Will
stretch over the entit nine
weeks.
Up to 15 quarter units tan be
earned by attending the Tuft MUMearned by attending the full Summer Session from July. 5 to September 3.
The demonstration school will
be directed by Miss Katherine H.
Hall, assOciate profetript, of.educa.
lion. She will supervise a-itate
staff which will show the latest
methods of teaching..., ’
Offerings of the summer school
I theater will include.. tire plays,
each of which will be shown three
nights. Plays and schedules follow:
"Spring Again" by Isabel Leighton and Bertram Block, July 1416; "Candlelight" by P. G. Wodehouse, July 21-23; "Candlda" by;
Engineering activities original- George Bernard Shaw, July 28ly were scattered In various col- 30; "Royal Family" by George
lege buildings,
said Dr. Smith. S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber,
The aeronautics, and electrical August 4-6; "Years Ago" by Ruth
machinery labs were located in Gordon, August 11-13.
Other Summer Session ,teatia.res
the basement of the Science
building.
processes v’ill include courses in California
Production
work was given in the Industrial history, a speech symposinni, a
kindergarten -primary
workalisen,
Arts department.
The first. quonset hut was our- a conservation workshop, an:elechased in July, 1946, and made mentary science workshop sad an
available for use to the Engin- industrial arts workshop.
Concerts, assemblies, Minces,
eering department in the spring
of 1947. The quonsets are tempor- folk dancing, barbecues,. tours to
ary facilities which will serve ,places of interest in and near
until the new Engineering build- San Jose, and other..recreatival
ing is completed, in about two activities will be provided.
years, Dr. Smith said.
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC
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Something to Crow About!
mCvtv’S
1-

FRIED

CHICKEN

PLUS: Roll, butter, trench frieds,
salad.
Detivered Hof to Your Home!

89c to 1.25

ALL for ONLY $1.00

McVeye Compie4
CATERING SE/WE
Plitatitt: Mieffsk 3215 isti 2276
2101 ALUM ItOCCAVE.

Tho-Csttairrfroirc Stott/tie

131 1411011L
Sport Shop

’StariforkfilfitttrtitylSenateGroup ’Ads S tateAssembl/ Bills
Straw Hat "Thedter
Presents Out Of Order’ Has Touch of VirusititillarterApprovaliiSeek to Strengthen
d Hunting l_aws

Such aujuhcrs "1 "Down She
Featuring a talented group
"Report from hiskapn."
college actors, the Straw -Hat the -(Goes,"
the Dead masters."
Or-:ummic
ater’s latest revue, "Out of
der. will be presented from the and "t’ornellzapoppitr, " have disstage of the Montgomery theater
May 12, 13, 14, for the benefit played Miss Berryhill’s skill for
of the San Jose State -college direction ant, the_ group’s love of
acting.
Mille).
The Straw Hat theater was orAssembled and directed by Elizabeth Berryhill, former Universi- iginated to give fledgling actors
’ ty of California dramatics profes- a chance to break intO:their chosor, the revue, the third produced sen profession- without-having to
by the Straw Hat players, is a roam too fai Afield. Irs-Taketi
succession of breezy satires on men and women from college
and given’ them, a
modern living, as only young men campuses
and women, fresh from a college chance to act, instead of starving
campus, can zestily portray them. in Greenwich village atties until
they are "discoveredig-or- else-get
The group has been acclaimed discouraged and:geMY /Wine,
,
as the Bay Area’s finest team of
Tickets for. a14 performances"
actors. In adtlitioh to an Francisco ansi Oakland appeargnces, are on sale:irfirA CIVie stidtrorthey have tweeessfully toured ium box offtee.--Preeeeda will -be
southern Calirornia and the Ha- used to estaaglar.iir-Frille! tltorarY
for San Jese4litote-coollege.
waiian islands.
from

....Om Rm.

TOPS WITH THE

(UP)
PALO ALTO, Cal., (UP) - - AlSACRAMENTO
TheiBir
disorder State Menate,rules committee yesmild Gastro-intostinal
that struck about 100 students terday
recommended that the sportsmen who make a practice
at Stanford university Sunday
Senate adopt a resolution approv- of illegally disguising dead game
was under study of university
ing a proposed charter for San- birds and absent-minded hunters
medical experts today.
ta Clara county.
who lose’ their licenses were the
Dr. George H Houck, director
targets of two bills approved by
The resolution_ was offered
of student hgalth, said the disorder might hava been caused by Sen. Byri Salsman. R., Palo Al- the Assembly Fish
and Game
a virus similar to one that swept to. A group of Santa Clara coun- committee Tuesday night.
Los Angeles a year and a half
the
A bill by Arthur W. Coats, D.,
ago. He ruled out the possibility ty residents appeared. before
committee to oppose the adoption Yuba City, would allow game
of food poisoning.
of the resolution on the basis that wardens to exercise their wrath
The malady struck 51 freshthe election in which the charter
man girls at Roble hall and a was approved in the county had on bird hunters who are caught
number of persons living in stu- not been property advertised.
with plucked -or otherwise disdent
halls and faculty homes.
guised- carcasses.
Houck said there were reports
The committee recommended
The other measure by Thomas
of other cases on the peninsula. the resolution for adoption after
Symptoms were nausea, diar- Salsman read an opinion by the Erwin, R., Puente,. provides that
rhea, and sometimes a sore throat legislative counsel that the oppos- hunters and fishermen wIlo have
and slight fever. The disorder las- ing parties could still take the lost or destroyed their licenses
ted from a few hours to two matter to court even after - its must pay the full fee again, before
-77.
receiving another.
days.
adoption.
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OTHER CIGARETTE... by latest national survey
7-7-1"For me there’s only one
_sigprette that’s really Milder
pia that’s CHESTERFIELD"

STARRING IN

"ONE LAST

notice
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The TOP M
of
AMERICA’S SPORTS
smoke
CHESTERFIELD
"Chesterfield is
my idea of
Mild, satisfying
ka
smo .eWhen
You light up
a Chesterfield
you know
they’r,
e Milder
much Milder."
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